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Every time I engage middle school learners in a 
symbolic representation activity such as the one briefly 
described above, I am wowed by their insightful 
answers, especially compared to the answers I 
typically get if I alternatively word the prompt like this:

Everyday Leadership Prompt B
Please list qualities or characteristics you value in 
a leader. Be prepared to explain to classmates one 
of the leadership qualities you value.

Purposefully Planning Questions/Prompts 
Planning a few well-designed questions or prompts 
(such as prompt A) to elicit higher-order thinking 
as well as to promote varied skills of the middle 
school learner has the potential to vastly improve 

student learning. I first learned of questioning in style 
through the work of Silver, Strong, and Perini and 
their application of Carl Jung’s work. They introduced 
the idea of mastery, interpersonal, understanding, 
and self-expressive learners and asserted the need 
to pose questions, prompts, and learning tasks from 
the various quadrants. I since have come to see the 
work not so much from a learning style perspective 
but from that of different thinking skills. Dr. Robert 
Marzano and Dr. John Hattie’s work on high-impact 
teaching and learning strategies has provoked me to 
re-examine the quadrants from a thinking and doing 
perspective. Figure 1 depicts the types of thinking 
learners are asked to do in each of the quadrants, 
the kinds of questions posed, and the high-impact 
strategies associated with each (as represented by the 
effect sizes from Marzano and Hattie’s research). Note 
that typically, the larger the decimal, the greater the 
impact on student learning.

Figure 1. Different Types of Prompts 

Mastery Prompts Ask Learners to:
  Recall important facts and details
  Summarize key ideas 
   Remember and describe key  

content and skills 

What? Who? When? Where?

High-impact strategies: direct instruction (.59); questioning (.48); 

summarize (.82); note-taking (.60) 

Interpersonal Prompts Ask Learners to:

   React to, empathize, reflect on, and  
explore feelings

  Learn about things that affect people’s lives
  Make personal connections to the content 

How so? So what?

High-impact strategies: classroom discussion (.82); self 
questioning (.64); cooperative (.59); peer influences (.53);  
meta-cognitive (.69).

Understanding Prompts Ask  
Learners to:
  Ask questions
   Use logic, reason, debate, and  

inquiry to explore ideas
   Focus on concepts, big ideas,  

and generalizations

Why? How?

High-impact strategies: questioning (.48); problem-solving (.61); 
graphic organizers (.68); note-taking (.60)

Self-Expressive Prompts Ask  
Learners to:
   Make connections and  

associations
  Think divergently
  Imagine and create 
  Think metaphorically
  Generate possible solutions

What if?

High-impact strategies: concept mapping (.64); self-questioning 
(.64); metacognitive (.69); classroom discussion (.82); use of 
analogies and metaphors (.65)

Compiled from Silver, Strong, and Perini’s The Strategic Teacher (2007); Hattie’s Visible Learning (2009) for 
Teachers (2011) in Action (2015); and Pickering and Marzano’s Highly Engaged Classroom (2010); and McREL 
Classroom Instruction That Works, 2nd edition Research Report (2010)




